1.2. Is every special linear Lie subalgebra of Der*. N induced in the above manner by embedding N in an associative A = S + JV?
1.3. Are there nilpotent N which admit orthogonal or symplectic or other "classical" Lie algebras of derivations, apparently unrelated to the radical embeddings of Nl 2* Results and consequences* The point of the theorems below is the existence of nilpotent N whose derivation algebras have semidirect sum decompositions with certain prescribed "wild" summands. In perticular, the answers to the questions above are: to (1.2) , no (in Theorem 2.1, obtain sl (2, k) as the orthogonal Lie algebra of the alternate form b ((X u X 2 ) , (Y u Y 2 )) = X^ -X 2 Y 1 ) and, to question 1.3, yes. 2.5. Analogous constructions may be carried out for nilpotent Lie algebras N. In this case one may begin with the characteristically nilpotent Lie algebra of Dixmier-Lister [1] in place of the algebra W ( §3) all of whose derivations are nilpotent. A special case of such a construction, involving one split simple three-dimensional Lie algebra, was effected by Leger and Luks in [6, Proposition 6.5] .
We are pleased to acknowledge a helpful correspondence with George Leger on these questions, as well as our indebtedness to certain ideas in §6 of [6] . 3* Lemmas on nilpotent derivation algebras* Let the arbitrary not necessarily associative fc-algebra B = I λ φ 0 I n be a direct sum of (two-sided) ideals. We will now relate the derivation algebra of B to those of the I t . Define the subspaces
and, for i Φ j,
where Ann/* is the two-sided annihilator of I* in I t .
The following is standard. Statement (ii) is Exercise 19, page 30 of Jacobson [5] . We now go on to construct nilpotent associative algebras which admit only nilpotent derivations. Choose integers a, β Ξ> 3 with a + β -aβ not divisible by char k. Let W be the A-algebra (without unity) on two generators u, v satisfying the relations 
Now we check that N is indecomposable (assertion (i)). If s = l, this is immediate because every nonzero ideal contains s 1#
Assume in general that N is an ideal direct sum P0Q. On the one hand, we have Ann N = P o Θ Qo> where P o = P Π Ann N and likewise for Q o . On the other hand, the nondegeneracy of the bilinear form bi implies that z t is in either P o or Q Q . (In the anomalous case 8 = t = 2, one also readily verifies that each w t is in either P o or Q o .) Having this, and noting that any t or fewer of the z t are linearly independent, one sees that the equation t = dim Ann N = dim P o + dim Q o forces Q o (say) to be zero, whence Q = (0). Thus JV is indecomposable, as asserted. 
D(xy) = x(D u y) + (D u x)y = {b t (x, D u y) + b t (D ti x,
If this last coefficient is nonzero, then z i is an eigenvector for D oo whose corresponding eigenvalue is nonzero, an impossibility by (4.3). 
5.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Define N to be P0Q as follows. Use Theorem 2.1 to form a nilpotent P such that Der* P = Λ p + Ω p and Λ p is a direct sum of the given algebras o{V ίy b % ). The algebra Q will be a "block strictly upper triangular" matrix algebra T Q (p, k) which we will now discuss.
Let p = (r u -, r m ) be a vector whose entries are positive integers, and let r = r 1 + + r m . Form the usual full r by r matrix algebra M(r, k) and imagine each matrix partitioned into rectangular blocks of size Ti by r 3 -as usual, so that reading down the "block main diagonal" one sees blocks of size r 1 by r lf r 2 by r 2 , •• ,r w by r m . The "block upper triangular" subalgebra T (p, k) of M(r, k) consists of all matrices with only zero blocks below the block main diagonal, while the "block strictly upper triangular" algebra T 0 (p, k) is the nilpotent subalgebra of T{ρ, k) consisting of all matrices with only zero blocks both below and on the block main diagonal. One checks that T Q (p, k) = rad T(p, k) and that permuting the entries of the vector p may yield nonisomorphic algebras.
The content of the following routine exercise is that all derivations of T 0 (p, k) are induced by bracketing with elements from T(ρ, k). LEMMA From Theorem 2.1, Der fc P = Λ P + Ω P with Λ P a direct sum of specified oiVfii) and Ω P an ideal of nilpotent derivations. Likewise, from Lemma 5.1, Ώer k Q = Λ Q + Ω Q where Λ Q is a direct sum of specified sl(r u k) and Ω Q = (ΣJZl +2 kδe,) + δT 0 (p, k) . Note that the toroidal algebra spanned by the δe t has dimension n + 1 (cf. statement (iii) The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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